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Introductory

THIS little book is not intended to be a compendium of

general information, but, believe us, it does contain a

lot of facts and figures that should be of interest to any

individual, business firm or corporation really desirous of

learning the shortest cut to comfort and satisfaction where

Canvas Goods, Campers' Equiprrient, etc., are the objects of

consideration.

If we have a hobby—and who should not?—it's in making

"Turner' goods just a little better than similar lines procured

elsewhere. This, however, is easy in a factory such as ours

where ideal conditions of lighting, heating, sanitation, and,

we may add, good fellowship prevail in a marked degree,

thereby ensuring the most hearty co-operation on the part of

the employees. To them a little extra reinforcing, or other-

wise improving the goods seems immaterial so long as it goes

by way of adding to the already high reputation of our pro-

ducts.

The wisdom of our established policy of buying our raw

materials early, thereby minimizing the possibility of failure

in making prompt delivery, is each season becoming more

pronounced.

Acquaint yourselves with such household terms as "Standard

Weatherproof," the name by which our best Tent and Tar-

paulin materials are known; "Prairie Brand," a quality less

expensive but as good as the price we ask; 5/T, our trade

mark as applied to Horse Clothing, Robes, etc.

We are prepared to make up to specifications anything in

Canvas goods, but for our catalogue we have eliminated all

the frills and non-essentials and show only lines for which

there is a big demand. If, therefore, you should require any-

thing in the Canvas goods line not shown here, we would be

pleased to have an opportunity of quoting prices.

Yours for quality goods,

J. J. TURNER fie SONS, LIMITED



J.J.TU.RNER &SONS,UMiTED #
SPECIAL

STANDARD W^EATHERPROOF
DUCK

For a number of years we conducted tests of the various Ducks manu-

factured by the different Mills without finding anything to suit our particu-

lar trade. This led us to take the matter up with one of the largest Mills

with a view to having them construct Duck to our specifications. As a

result of this we are offering to the Public to-day our Standard Weather-

proof Duck from which we manufacture' our "A" Quality Tents and

Awnings. You will find this Duck woven close enough to be waterproof

and porous enough to dry rapidly without mildewing. These qualities

will be found in the lightest to the heaviest weights. Insist, therefore, on

getting Standard Weatherproof Duck if you want the best.

There is a demand for a cheaper line of goods, which we are meeting with

a lower grade material manufactured under the name of Prairie Brand.

This is a good competition line, weighing full weight in all weights from 6

to 12 ounce without any dressing or size, being therefore all cotton. If

then your trade does not demand our highest grade Tents, we recommend

our Prairie Brand, which we believe will give splendid satisfaction at the

prices quoted.

TERMS
All goods are sold f.o.b. Peterborough.

Customers without commercial rating must send money with order,

otherwise goods will be forwarded Express C.O.D., we paying for the

return of the money, or if by freight, Bill of Lading will be attached to

draft.

Packing extra at cost.

All quotations are without engagement and subject to strikes, and other

contingencies beyond our control.

Our responsibility ceases when we deliver the goods in good order to the

transportation companies.
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J.J.TURNER &SONS,LiMiTED^
STORE AWNINGS

We make our Store Awnings of different weights of White Standard

Weatherproof Duck, and best 8 oz. stripes, the colours of which are war-

ranted fast, and will not run. Our awning Frames are of best iron, well

enamelled, and with perfect fitting joints.

Attachments to buildings are made with Brackets having twoj^ears

between which the Extension arms operate. The pulleys are all galvanized

and swivel-eyed, to give to every conceivable position. The Ropes are

pure long thread Cotton of proper thickness.

No expense is spared to make our Awnings what we claim for them, as

near perfection as possible.

AWNING DOWK BEFORE DRA»<1NG EN05 IN TO ROLL UP. AWNING WlTtt ENDS DRAWN IN READY TC ROlL UP.

AWNING ROLLED UP. COULD ANYTHING BE NEATER ? 'X^
iVv

Some of our Patent Roller Awnings in use
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J.J.TURNER & SONS,LiMiTED

PATENT GEAR ROLLER AWNINGS
Recent years have done much towards

perfecting Roller Awnings, and we to-day

offer our customers an Awning which is

up-to-date and as near perfection as it

seems possible to obtain. Our Roller

Awnings roll up close to the building and

do away with the baggy appearance that

the ordinary Awning presents, which is so objectionable.

It dees not interfere with the light when rolled up
and has no ropes to draw the cloth into the pulleys

and cut the Awning. They can be made with ends

or wings as well as the Rope Pulley Awning. By a

simple device the ends are lapped under and roll up

with the Awning without being de-

tached. These Awnings can be made
100 ft. long so as to work perfectly

and with ease. They can be raised

or lowered to any angle and when

rolled up are almost as secure from

storms and dirt as if they were inside

the building. A Roller Awning will

outlive Rope Pulley Awnings two or three seasons. Our Patent Gearing

parts and fixtures are far superior to any other style or kind by reason of

their simplicity and durability. Our Centre Supports for the Roller (in

lengths where supports are re-

quired) are so constructed that

they will not cut the cloth and will

aid in every way the rolling and

unrolling of the Awning. We
furnish no delicate parts that will

break or get out of order. Our fixtures are easily and quickly placed

in position and can be taken down or put up again by simply screwing or

unscrewing one single bolt. We will be pleased to give you a quotation

on your requirements.

Centre Support

Pinion End



JJ.TURNER &SONS,LiMiTEDW

PATENT GEAR ROLLER AWNINGS

For prices see page 13
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J.J.TURNER & SONS,LiMiTEDw
SECTIONS OF OUR ROLLER AWNINGS

We present two cuts showing how we manufacture Roller Awnings

with ends either attached or loose. In the case of the attached ends, they

are made to draw in, so as to roll up with the top. In order to roll up these

ends, it is necessary to unsnap them from the wall, draw them in and roll

them up. When lowering the i\wning the ends will drop out into place

and require to be snapped again at the wall. To offset this work of fasten-

ing and unfastening the ends every time the Awning is rolled up or down,

we make Roller Awnings with loose ends which are fastened permanently

at the top under the roller, at the wall, and at the front rod, so all that is

required in rolling this style of Awning up, is to take out the handle, adjust

it on the box and wind the Aw^ning up or down. Customers can have their

Awnings built either way, and both work very satisfactorily.

Plan showing how the ends draw in

Loose End

Fig. 1

10

Attached End

Fig. 2



J.J.TURNER &SONS,LiMiTEDW

ROPE PULL ROLLER AW^NINGS

We manufacture two styles of Roller Awnings, either of which works

well and can be raised or lowered to any position without difficulty.

Our Rope Pull Roller Awning is fitted with 3}4 in. round wood roller,

well spliced, having a metal spool at the end, around which the rope works

to manipulate the Awning.

We build Roller Awnings so that the ends can be folded in when the

Awning is being rolled up. By our method of attaching the ends to top of

Awning, there are no spaces through which the sun or rain can enter.

{See cut, page 10.)

We can also make Roller Awnings with loose ends if preferred by our

customers. Some like one kind, some prefer the other kind. Both work

well. {See cut, page 10.)

All our Awnings are reinforced where extra strength is required.

All Rollers over 17 feet in length have a centre support to prevent roller

from sagging.

For prices of this style of Awning see page 13

See Prices for Lettering on Page 20

Try our Special Standard Weatherproof Duck It Always Satisfies
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J.J.TtrRNER & SONS,LiMiTEDW

ORDINARY PULLEY AWNINGS

These Awnings are more or less in demand owing to their low price.

We continue to make these Awnings superior to any other maker, and are

constantly making improvements which add to the wear and working of

this particular style. To those who are looking for a low-priced Awning,

we recommend this style. Fit and workmanship are always guaranteed.

We have a simple device (see cut above) for feeding the ropes through

the pulleys, which prevents the cloth from getting into the pulleys and tear-

ing, besides making the Awning easier to raise and lower.

For prices, see instructions below.

Prices of Complete Awnings and Covers

In order to arrive at the price of any Awning Cover, you will be guided

by instructions on page 13. If the price of a frame only is required, see

instructions on page 13.

The price of an Awning Complete is computed by merely adding the

price of the cover to that of the frame for any awning in question.

12
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J.J.TURNER & SONS,LiMiTEDw
^£5i;5^A'

DIRECTIONS FOR
MEASUREMENTS

Give distance from 1 to 4
u u u

1 '' 2 '

« « u 9 '^ ^

« u a 3 « A

Give distance from "top where Awn-
ing hooks on" down to the sidewalk.

Does "top, where Awning hooks on,"
stand out over pillars Nos. 1, 2, 3 and
4?

If so, how much ?

Does "top" set back ?

If so, how much ?

Are pillars Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 wood,
brick, stone or iron ?

For Roller Awnings we Require the Following Additional Information

Besides the Above

How many arms do you want on Awning ?

State if End Curtains are wanted. If only one, which side ? (Standing
and facing the building.)

State if Ends are to be Attached to Awning, as per Fig. 2, Page 10, show-
ing Ends, or Separate as per Fig. 1, page 10.

NOTICE:—^Always state definitely if measure from 1 to 4 is as per
diagram, or if it is full length of roller. The Operating Roller is always
9 inches longer than the Awning, and allowance must be made for this in

the length.

How high do you want scallop piece on Awning to be from sidewalk ?

State weight of White Duck required.

If striped Awning, say what color stripe, all of which are 8 oz.

Do you want same lettered, if so, give particulars. (For sample, see

page 20.)
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J.J.TURNER &SONS,LiMiTEDW
DIRECTIONS

FOR MEASURING FOR NEW AWNING
Covers Only

Give distance from 1 to 2

U U U '2 li "1

a u « ? " 4

" " " pillar to pillar.

Be sure and give distance from centre

to centre of pillars.

Give length of Arms separately.

Give length of Irons on wall separately.

Give distances between Irons where X is shown on wall, commencing at

XX at left hand facing store.

How much do Irons on wall project beyond the top where Awning

fastens ?

How much do they set back from top where Awning fastens ?

Is Awning Cover required for "Ordinary Pulley Awning" or for "Roller

Awning" ?

Is Front Bar wood or iron ?

State weight of Duck required.

If Striped Awning is wanted, say what color stripe.

Do you want same lettered, if so, give particulars. ? (For sample, see

I . page 20.)

Should there be anything you do not understand regarding

directions for Measurements, kindly write us concerning

same. We will look after you promptly.

15



Showing Awnings and Curtains on Private Residence

Hotel "Quinte," Belleville, Ont., one of Canada's Finest Equipped Hotels

Belleville, Ont., June 22, 1908.
MESSRS. J. J. TURNER & SONS, Peterborough, Ont.

Gentlemen,—I have great pleasure in writing to thank you for the way you have fulfilled your contract
for supplying the awnings for Hotel Quinte. Owing to the very limited time I gave you I was afraid that
you might have difficulty in filling the order; but I must say that although I have bought a good many sets
of awnings, these appear to be the best, both as regards material and workmanship, that I have ever seen
Wishing you continued success, I remain.

Yours very truly, JAS. V. JENKINS, per G.

16



J.J.TURNER & SONS,LiMiTED
PfMi

WINDOW AW^NINGS
It is generally conceded that Window Awnings add greatly to the appearances of Resi-

dences, Hotels and Offices, besides being the means of keeping the place cool and comfortable.

They are made up in either White or Striped Duck. Our Striped Duck is personally

selected in the best markets, care being taken to choose only the prettiest patterns, consistent

with wearing qualities. Our range is large and varied enough to please the most fastidious.

We have a new device for attach-

ing Window Awnings to the Frame?>

one which will appeal to our cus-

tomers for its efficiency and neat-

ness. Instead of using hooks or

screw eyes, which injure the window
frames more or less, and when the

Awnings are off leave an unsightly

row of hooks, we use a small mal-

leable piece with a brass thumb
screw, which allows the Awning

to be put up or taken down instantly by simply partly

unscrewing the thumb screw at each end.

This attachment also carries the pulleys, making a strong, substantial job.

This is another evidence of our up-to-date methods of manufacture. If you desire your
awnings equipped with this attachment add 50c to each awning.

For prices, see pas,e 13
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J.J.TURNER &SONS,LiMiTED #
WINDOW AV^NINGS- Continued

We can fit to perfection any style of window, round, square or oval tops,

cutting them to set and fit like a glove. All makers cannot guarantee this.

If new attachment style is required, add 50c. to regular prices.

Directions for measuring Window Awnings

1. What style of window frame. {See cut, page 17.)

2. Width of frame between brick, making allowance for Awning frame

to clear brick when pulled up.

3. Depth from top of frame to sill.

4. If window is not square, give, besides above measurements, depth at

side where frame commences to circle, down to sill.

WINDOW AWNINO 'A,.'' T O .AWN Tf
CKCf i, I R r«,

BALCONY A^VNINGS
The demand for Balcony Awnings is increasing every year, and we make

a special study to cut these the requisite depth to give the maximum of

protection, and at the same time the best possible appearance. They are

made of either White or Striped Duck of best quality. We import all our

Striped Duck from foreign markets and personally select same.

For prices of these Awnings, see page /3

Directions for measuring Balcony Awnings

1. Give width of entire space you desire to cover.

2. Give extension required.

3. Give height of railing.

4. Give height from floor of balcony to where Awning will attach at top.

5. State whether Awning Irons will attach to wood, brick, stone or iron.

6. State if top where Awning will be attached is level with place where

Awning frame attaches.

7. If not level, what is the difference.

18



J.J.TURNER & SONS,LiMiTED^

PORCH CURTAINS
We beg to draw the attention of customers to our different styles of

Porch Curtains. We make these Curtains to slide backward and forward

on an iron rod, with bottom scalloped and bound with wool binding, any

color. These Curtains sell at $1.65 per yard, in any color stripe, all com-

plete. To compute the number of yards in Curtain we tabulate the follow-

ing table of widths:

. One width material 2 ft. 6 in.

Two widths material 5 ft.

Three widths material 7 ft. 6 in.

Four widths material 10 ft.

Five widths material 12 ft. 6 in.

By determining the height you desire the Curtain to be, the cost is easily

computed.

We also make Adjustable Porch Curtains which are mounted on a roller

at the top, so as to roll up to any height, with an iron rod in the bottom

4 in. up, to weight the Curtain down, enough cloth being left to allow for

a scalloped vallance. These Curtains sell for $1.75 per yard, all complete.

In computing price, 9 in. extra must be allowed for turn on roller. Example:

If you wish to have the Curtain 7 ft. 6 in. deep, you must figure on 8 ft. 3 in.

The same widths as given above apply to these Curtains. See illustrations

above.

19



J.J.TURNER &SONS,LiMiTEDW

LETTERING
Lettering on Awnings forms one of the most attractive methods of

adv^ertising at a small cost. To letter the top of an ordinary Awning would
cost say, $5.00. This amount spread over 4 or 5 years (the approximate
life af an Awning cover) would only represent an outlay of about $1.00 per
year. Surely this is so cheap that no one can afford to be without it. Letter-
ing on ends and front curtains of Awnings in proportion. No order is too
large for this department and no order is too small to receive our best

attention. Give us a trial.

R. S. Shannon—Crossed Flags in Colors on top of Awning $10.00
Front Curtain. . 1.50

Preston Bros—Top Lettered in Script Letters 5.00
Front Curtain 2.00

Safe Sat. Store—-Top Lettered with name and Flags in colors 12.50
A. M. Laidlaw—Top Lettered in Script I^etters 4.00

J. Birks^Top Lettered in Block Letters 5.00
Front Curtain 2.00

Chisholmn & Mackenzie—Top in large Roman Type 5.00
Front Curtain 1 . 50

DISPLAY SIGNS
We do all sorts of lettering for display signs for any purpose. This

department is very complete, being Jooked after by men of artistic ability.

We make plain and fancy signs on canvas, wood, glass or iron, in fact

any and every kind at reasonable prices.

We make a specialty of Gold Wood Letter Signs for Banks, Stores,

Offices, etc. Designs and prices on application.

20



J.J.TURNER & SONS,LiMiTEDW
TENTS

SQUARE WALL TENTS
"Standard Weatherproof" Quality



J.J.TURNER & SONS,LiMiTEDW
FLIES FOR SQUARE WALL TENTS

(As shown on preceding page)

"Standard Weatherproof" Quality

Size of Tent



J.J.TURNER &SONS,LiMiTED
up

SQUARE WALL TENTS
As shown on page 21

"Prairie Brand"
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J.J.TURNER & SONS,UMiTED

FLIES FOR SQUARE WALL TENTS

"Prairie Brand"

Size of Tent



JJ.TURNER & SONS,LiMiTED

CENTRE POLE OR OFFICE TENT
"Standard Weatherproof" Quality



J.J.TURNER & SONS,LiMiTEDw
CENTRE POLE OR OFFICE TENT

"Prairie Brand"



J.J.TURNER & SONSaiMiTEDW

^>Ml8'/ ~<W»'^

NORTH WEST TENTS

"Standard Weatherproof" Quality



J.J.TURNER & SONS,LiMiTED

LUMBERMEN'S ROUND END TENTS

"Standard Weatherproof" Quality



J.J.TURNER & SONS,UMiTEDW

SILK TENTS—SQUARE WALL STYLE
Ridge Pole Outside or Inside as Required

"Standard Weatherproof" Quality

Tel. Code



J.J.TURNER & SONSaimitedw
SILK—EGYPTIAN OR I^YRAMID STYLE

"Standard Weatherproof" Quality

{See Cut page 35)

With 15-in. Wall

No.



J.J.TURNER & SONS,LiMiTEDw

STABLE TENTS- ROPED AND STAYED
"Standard Weatherproof" Quality

Tel. Code Size in Feet

Hack
Hackle
Hail
Hair
Hall
Halter
Hamlet
Hamper
Ham
Handle

26
27^
28
28
28
28
30
30
30
30

X 28
X 271
X 35
x42
x49
X 56
X 35
X 42
x49
X 56

14
14
14

14
14
14
14*
14i

14|
15

x6
x6
x6
x6
x6
x6
X 6

X 6
X 6
X 6

10 oz.
Duck

$348.35
362 . 20
433.30
474.30
552.15
616.55
439.30
530.05
575.30
641.90

12 oz.

Duck

$402.75
419.30
500.70
547.60
637.40
711.75
507.10
611.90
664.10
741.00

10 oz. Duck
and

Linen Top

$450.00
474.55
555.30
623.80

12 oz. Duck
and

Linen Top

$478.40
505.50
588.65
658.75

Poles and
Pegs

$33.50
33.50
38.20
47.05
54.30
57.60
45.10
52.70
54.40
57.55

Block and Tackle Equipment for all Stable Tents, $13.65 extra.

STABLE TENTS—ROPED AND STAYED
"Prairie Brand" Quality

Tel. Code Size in Feet
10 oz.
Duck

12 oz.

Duck
10 oz. Duck

and
Linen Top

12 oz. Duck: Poles and
and Pegs

Linen Top

Hind
Hindoo
Hinge
Hint
Hip
Hire
His
Hitch
Hive
Hoard

26
27^
28
28
28
28
30
30
30
30

X 28
X 271
X 35
X 42
x49
X 56
X 35
x42
x49
X 56

X 14

X 14
X 14
X 14
X 14
X 14
X 14^
X 14i

X 14|
X 15

x6
x6
x6
x6
X 6
X 6
X 6
x6
X 6
X 6

$288 . 60
299 . 60
357.10
393.45
458.80
512.25
365.00
440.40
478.00
533.35

$332.65
345.85
411.65
452 . 80
527.80
589.35
419.90
506.70
549.90
613.60

$417.55
439.40
491.10
583.05

$440.50
464.20
518.05
614.70

$29.00
29.00
36.70
46.00
52.70
56.00
43.80
51.10
52.80
55.95

Block and Tackle for ail Stable Tents, $13.65 extra.
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J.J.TURNER & SONS,LiMiTED ^

SQ. WALL TENT WITH VALLANCE—AWNING IN FRONT
"Standard Weatherproof" Quality

Tcl.



J.J.TURNER &SONSaiMiTEDW

FAIRY LAWN TENTS—ALL COLORS
"Standard Weatherproof" Quality

Rich Fancy Stripes, Poles and Pegs Complete

Tel. Code



J.J.TURNER & SONS,LiMiTED



J.J.TURNER &SONS,LiMiTEDW

EGYPTIAN TENTS

Without Wall

'Standard Weatherproof" Quality

Tel. Code



J.J.TURNER & SONS,LiMiTEDw

SHED TENTS
"Standard Weatherproof" Quality



J.J.TURNER & SONSaiMiTED^

WEDGE TENTS

'Standard Weatherproof" Quality



J.J.TURNER & SONS,UMiTED

OVsO\iV\^ CVOTXA

Ground Cloths are found to be useful articles and add much to the com-
fort of tent life. They not only keep out insects and dampness, but are a
help to keeping the tent clean, as they can be swept off similar to a carpet
in a house. Made from 8 oz. White Duck. Price, 14 cents per square foot.

AMAZON TENTS
Standard Weatherproof" Quality



J.J.TURNER & SONS,LiMiTEDW

REFRESHMENT OR DINING TENT
"Standard Weatherproof" Quality

This is a popular tent for social occasions and very frequently ordered.

It opens up in admirable shape and presents a handsome appearance.



J.J.TURNER &SONS,LiMiTED #
REFRESHMENT TENTS

"Prairie Brand"
{See cut preceding page)

Tel. Code



J.J.TURNER &SONS,LiMiTED^

PHOTOGRAPHERS' TENTS

"Standard Weatherproof" Quality

Made in very best manner, well stayed at every point

Tel. Code



J.J.TURNER &SONS,LiMiTED #

MARQUEES
"Standard Weatherproof" Quality

We manufacture Marquee Tents of Every Size at Reasonable Prices

consistent with Good Quality Duck and Workmanship.

Marquees with Bell Ends



J.J.TU.RNER & SONS,LiMiTEDw

HOSPITAL TENT

We manufacture a Special Hospital Tent, size outside, 15 ft. x 30 ft.

The tent is a double tent all through, the inner tent being 14 ft. x 29 ft.,

and is attached to outer tent by snaps.

The walls are 6 ft. high and provision is made for stove pipes and ventila-

tion. Outer tent is 10 oz. duck, inner tent, 8 oz. duck, height in centre

12 ft., supported by double ridge poles.

This Hospital tent has been thoroughly tested in the New Ontario dis-

trict during an epidemic, all through the Winter, and found to be comfort-

able with one good stove.

We have supplied these Hospital Tents to the Dominion, Ontario and
British Columbia Governments, and to the Cleveland, Ohio, Board of

Health.

Municipalities are now using these tents for the treatment of diphtheria

and other contagious diseases which require isolation, the tent being moved
about as occasion demands.

Owing to the manner in which this tent is constructed, it is by far the

coolest tent we build for Summer and warmest for Winter. For camping
purposes the door can be made to open up on either side, at a small addi-

tional cost.

PRICE

With poles, guy ropes and double tent, f.o.b. cars, Peterborough, $400.00.

Larger or smaller sizes made to order.
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J.J.TURNER &SONS,LiMiTEDW

CONSUMPTIVE HOSPITAL TENT
or "Ideal" Camping Tent

One of the evidences of our keeping in touch with the times, is to be found
in the fact that we are building a tent entirely adapted to the new school
of thought and treatment of consumptives.

For every tuberculosis victim in Chicago, Dr. W. A. Evans wrote the
'following prescription: "Build an open shack in a nearby vacant lot and live

in it. If you have a backyard, buy a tent and lock your bedroom door.

Live out of doors. If the weather is below zero, keep a hot water bag at

your feet."-

—

Toronto World.

This tent is made with double roof, or double roof and walls as ordered,
and all tents are fitted with wooden doors, which open and shut on a jamb,
in the same manner as a house door would open and shut. The window
frames are of wood with glass of different sizes as per order.

The doors and window frames are attached in a most simple manner,
entirely our own thought and idea, and can be taken out in a short space of

time. The walls are made to roll up in Summer so that the pure air can be
enjoyed without the burning heat of the sun. Leather straps support the

walls when rolled up. The ventilation for Winter is good and receives

special attention. We have perfected our windows and doors so that the
glass part lifts out readily, leaving a wire screen in the outside which per-

mits a perfect ventilation without admitting the troublesome flies and mos-
quitos. We color this tent green at a small additional cost. This color has
the advantage that it tempers the light filtering through the material,

relieving the eyes from the glare of white material. While we list this tent
as an Hospital Tent, it makes an ideal family tent for camping.

Prices furnished on application.
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I J.J.TURNER & SONS,LiMiTEDw

COTTAGE TENT
This cut is a reproduction of a photograph of our Exhibit at The Cana-

dian National Exhibition, Toronto, and which secured the "Highest
Award" in competition with other makers.
The dimensions of this particular tent are as follows:

Outside Fly, 30 x 30 ft. Inside Tent, 20 x 20 ft.

The outside Tent or Fly being 5 ft. wider than the inner Tent, provides

a Veranda 5 ft. wide all the way round. The inside Tent is divided into

a sitting and dining-room on one side and three bedrooms on the opposite

side, all opening on a hallway 5 ft. wide, which extends from front to rear

through the centre of tent.

This Tent is fitted with our specially designed wooden doors, fitted with

glass half way down, similar to a house door, a door being placed at each

end of the hallway.

The bedrooms are each fitted with one of our specially designed windows
which are so constructed that the window can be opened for ventilating

purposes, leaving a wire screen which excludes files and mosquitoes. The
Sitting-room and Dining-room are also fitted with windows of a similar

kind.

This style of Tent makes an ideal Summer home, being thoroughly water-

proof and is' so constructed as to withstand any storm.

If desired all the partitions can be drawn back against the walls, making
one large room.

This Tent is very suitable for hospital work, being bright and cheerful,

permitting patients to enjoy the sunlight on bright days and opportunity

to see outside through the windows on dark or stormy days.

If required, walls can be furnished for outside Tent, and made to roll

up and down.
This Tent is constructed with 10 oz. Duck Fly, and 8 oz. inside Tent.

Prices on application.
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COTTAGE TENT
. No. 2

We again present to our Customers a cut of a Family Tent designed to

give comfort and stability, and losing nothing in Tent appearance. This

Tent is manufactured of Fancy Duplex Stripe, and is an ideal camping

house. Our detachable doors and windows are used with good effect, and

the tent, which is divided into four bedrooms and a living room, is not

dependent on the centre of the Tent for light, but obtains light from the

windows in each room. The size of this particular Tent is 15 x 25, allowing

for four bedrooms 71/2 x 7}/^, and a living room 10 x 15. The fly extends 3

feet all around the outside of these measurements, making it 21 x 31. This

we make in many sizes and from both fancy stripes and white Duck.

Prices on application.
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HOUSE TENT

The size of this Tent is 15 x 20 inside, with Fly 20 x 25, which allows for

23^ ft. Veranda all round the four sides. The Tent is supported with two

Centre Poles and a number of side poles 6 ft. 6 in. long. There is a door

in the front, half wood and half glass, which opens and shuts the same as

any door in a house. There is also a door of a similar kind in the back.

The tent has four patent windows with wire netting in each. A portion of

the back Veranda has been partitioned off to form an outside Kitchen

and Dining Room. The Fly is made of 10 oz. Standard Weatherproof

Duck, while the inside Tent is made from 8 oz. Standard Weatherproof

Duck. The inside Tent divides into four rooms with Green Silk Curtains

for divisions.

Prices on application.
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RENTING OF TENTS

We are prepared to supply entire outfits for the equipment of camping

parties. Our large experience in this line enables us to provide such articles

as afford a maximum of comfort and convenience in as little weight as

possible:

Write or wire for estimates. State whether it is intended to have a

moving or a stationary camp; nature of country, whether rocky, rough or

flat; duration of camp; number in party; ladies, gentlemen; if a cook will

be taken or if party do their own cooking.

RATES PER WEEK FOR RENTING OF TENTS
Size

Low Wall Style 5 x 71 $1 .50

7|x 7h 1.85

8 X 10 2.25

8 X 12i 2.65

10 X 12i 3.00

10 X 15 3.40

12^ X 121 3.75

12§ X 15 4.50
12i X 17^ 5.25

Flies for any of the above at half price of Tent

10 X 10 with 6 ft. wall 5 . 25

12§ X 12i with 6 ft. wall 6.00

12^ X 22^ with 6 ft. wall 8.25

15 X 25 Family tent 9.45

These quotations are for Tents Complete with poles and pegs. All

quotations are f.o.b. Peterborough. We deliver inside city limits, but

parties renting must return goods.

Rent computed from the time goods leave our premises until returned.
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CUT NO. C 365

MOSQUITO CANOPY

We here show a handy Httle device for adding to the comfort of those

who sleep out of doors either in tents, or balconies, or in hammocks under

trees. One can obtain a great deal of comfort out of doors if proper pro-

vision is made to keep the flies and mosquitoes away. This Canopy was

designed for that purpose, and folds up into a small compact form. The
galvanized frame which supports the top is collapsible and rolls up into a

small parcel. The Canopy is suspended by a small cord from the ridge-

pole of the tent or to the branch of a tree, and can be raised or lowered

as desired.

Price S5.20 each

MOSQUITO TENTS
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CAMP STOVES

"DAWSON"
CAMP STOVE

Nestable

Nests into a small com-

pass, and when built up

forms a stove perfectly rigid.

Five lengths of telescopic

pipe will extend to 73^4 feet.

No.
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SURVEYORS' CAMP COOK STOVE

Two Holes with Oven, made of heavy Sheet Steel, including five lengths of

Telescopic Pipes, $26.90 each.

CAMP TABLES

Turners' Folding Camp Tables. Strong, convenient and portable,

Turner's Folding Tables, like all our other goods, are the very best, and
the most convenient tables made, the legs folding up so that the tables

can be packed in a small space. Size 24 x 36 in. .Price, S49.00 doz.
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UMBRELLA TABLE

No. 7.—This Table is all made of hard

wood with top 2 ft. 3 in. wide and 3 ft.

long, and is finished with filler and varn-

ished. It will comfortably seat four per-

sons. There are no separate parts to either

top or legs. The table when folded en-

closes legs and holds them, and in this way

the whole table packs so closely as to defy

breakage. In use, it is very strong and

rigid, and is guaranteed to support 300

pounds. Size folded, 3 ft. long by 5 x 7 in. Weight, 16 lbs. Price, $9.85 each.

We make a Shelf to go under this Table, which folds up and is very

strong. Shelves, extra, $2.05 each.

UMBRELLA CHAIRS

No. 3.—This Chair may be folded and

carried as easily as an umbrella. It is strong

enough for the heaviest man, being guaran-

teed to maintain a weight of 300 lbs., and

comfortable for all, adjusting itself perfectly

to the body and affording a better rest than

any other chair made. Seat made of fine

quality of fancy ticking, fast colors, lined

with duck. Size folded, 3 feet long by 3

inches square. Weight, 43^ pounds. Price,

$5.25 each.
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CAMP FURNITURE

FOLDING RECLINING CHAIRS

Per doz.

49. Turners' Oiled Frame, without Foot Rest, Canvas Seat $45 . 15

48. Turners' Oiled Frame, without Foot Rest, with Arms and Can-

vas Seat 53.50

50. Turners' Oiled Frame, with Arms, Foot Rest and Canvas Seat. 73.00

%^

\

No. 50
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TURNERS' FOLDING CHAIR AND STOOL

No. 10.—This makes a very strong Chair and

Stool, being made from hardwood nicely finished,

and makes a good chair or stool for any purpose.

Price for Stool

Carpet Seat $3.40

Canvas Seat 1.85

Price for Chair

Carpet Seat $3 . 95

Canvas Seat 2 .40

TURNERS' FOLDING LAWN SETTEES

These Settees "are made of hardwood,

spring seat, and are just the thing for

lawns. Although they are nicely finished,

they are moderate in price. The bodies

are finished in vermilion and the seats in

oil, and the entire settee is covered with a

good coat of varnish.

No. 58, 3 ft. 6 in. long $4. 20 each

" 583^, 4 ft. 6 in. " 5.00 "

" 58x, 5 ft. " three sets legs 6.10 "
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TURNERS' FOLDING CAMP STOOL

This Stool, when folded, is 2 ft. long by V/i

inches square. Weight 2 pounds.

It is strong enough to support 300 pounds or

more; makes a very comfortable seat. The seat

is of heavy brown duck, reinforced and tacked

at the corners; the legs are fastened to a malle-

able iron centre piece with rivets, and each leg

rests on a metal shoulder, one on each side,

which will absolutely prevent splitting or breaking.

Price $1.45 each

FOLDING FLAT SEAT CHAIR

No. 107.—The cut represents a new Chair

and, like our other lines, it folds easily

and compactly. It is exceedingly strong

and very comfortable, and is adapted to

outdoor use as exposure to weather cannot

injure it. It is nicely finished with filler

and varnished, and folds more compactly

than any similar chair manufactured. A
dozen of these chairs folded occupy a space

of 36 inches long by 16 inches wide, by 20

inches high. The folding device is new.

Weight, 7 lbs.

Price $2.85 each
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TURNERS' HOTEL COT

\
....

OPEN

CLOSED

Turners' Hotel and Camp Cot. This cot folds up in a very

small space $5.25 each

Turners' Folding Double Camp Bed, the best, strongest and

cheapest made. {See cut on page 58) 21 . 50 each

Single Wool Mattress 4 . 30 each

INSTITUTION IRON COT

This is indeed a very neat Cot for house or camp use, and is the particular

cot adapted for use in our Hospital Tent. The legs fold nicely under the

bed, so that it can be stored away very handily when not in use. It is fully

guaranteed.

Height, 25 in., width, 2 ft. 6 in.. White Enamel $11.75 each

We have a wooden frame Wire Cot, very similar to above. ... 4.00 each
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"SAMSON" FOLDING CAMP BED

In its construction, this Bed is a marvel of skill. Opened, it is a full

length, easy, elastic and comfortable Bed; and folded, it is a snug package
only 3 feet long, and weighs 15 lbs. It is equally useful for the camp, lawn,

piazza or house.

This Bed is covered with an extra good quality of 12 oz. brown duck.
Can be furnished in same quality white duck. It is easily and quickly
opened and folded, and stands firmly on the floor, and adjusts itself to un-

even ground when necessary. This Bed is furnished with a duck fold,

easily convertible into a comfortable pillow.

Dimensions:

Opened: 6 ft. 6 in. long, 2 ft. 3 in. wide, 14 in. high.

Folded: 3 ft. long, 4 in. thick, 5 in. wide.

Price. $ 9 .85 each

COMBINATION COT AND LITTER

We desire to* call attention to our new Combination Cot and Litter, or

Stretcher, which is a first-class Folding Cot, and the best Litter made.

In construction it has some of the features of our House Cot and Camp
Bed. It has no separate parts; can be quickly and easily folded. Its ex-

treme length is 7 feet; the duck part is 6 feet 2 inches. Folded, it is 7 feet

long by about 4 inches square. Guaranteed to support 600 pounds, and,
when adjusted, not to close when used as a litter. The duck used is 12 oz.

Army Duck, colored olive drab. When desired with Cover of 14 oz. rub-
bered duck, thoroughly waterproof, the price will be S3 . 90 extra.

Price $10.35 each
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TURNERS' FOLDING DOUBLE CAMP BED

This Bed will carry 600 lbs. It folds up very small and snug, being one of

the best portable double Beds on the market. Top made of heavy No. 6

Sail Duck.

Price $21.50 each.

TURNERS' HAMMOCK FRAME

This is one of the

best Hammock Frames

in the market and the

price is within reach of

all. It is simple in

construction and can be

easily put up and taken down by removing a bolt from each end. It

will support a weight of five hundred pounds. The frame is made of the

best hardwood and is nicely painted in different colors and varnished;

hooks for the Hammock are attached to the frame.

Price $10.60 each

Fancy Canopy for same 17 .00 each
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TURNER'S CANOPY HAMMOCK

COMPLETE, WITH ANY COLOR AWNING AND ANY COLOR
HAMMOCK TO MATCH SAME, OR FITTED WITH

HEAVY WHITE CANVAS HAMMOCK

If you have no trees to attach your Hammock to, the above frame fills

the requirement and is an ornament to any lawn.

Frame and Awning $35.75 Awning only $17.75

Frame only . 18 .00 Hammock, Woven, Fancy. . 6 . 25

Hammock, Heavy White Canvas... $11.00

HAMMOCKS

We have the most complete assortment of Hammocks this year we have

ever carried. Hammocks with valence, nicely colored, ranging in price

from $5.00 to $15.00.

"Turner" Canvas Hammocks, strong and most durable, made of heavy

Sail Duck, $11.00 each. Stripe Duck, any color, $9.50 each. Spreaders,

per pair, 50 cents. Hooks, per pair, 35 cents.
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TURNERS' BABY SWING

Fun For The Baby, Rest For The Mother

It not only amuses the baby and keeps it out of mis-

chief, but teaches it the use of its Hmbs without the risk

of bumps and bruises.

The comfortable little seat with high back and sides,

hangs from two hooks in the wall or doorway, just low

enough for baby's tiny feet to touch the floor.

Price $1.25 each

MECHANICS' APRONS

No. 1—Carpenters' Apron, 24 in., 8 oz. P. B. Duck $105 .35 gross

No. 2—Carpenters' Apron, 30 in., 8 oz. P. B. Duck 127 .00 "

No. 3—Carpenters' Leg Apron, 8 oz. P. B. Duck 177 .35 "

No. 4—Brown Special Leg Apron, 10 oz. Brown Duck 37.55 dozen

No. 5—Plain Packing House Apron, with brass eyelets 14.30 "

No. 6—Plain Toolmaker's Apron, with string and pockets. . 15 .45 "

No. 7—Shaped Toolmaker's Apron, with tie ropes and

pockets 18 .65 "

No. 8—Shaped Toolmaker's Apron, with tie ropes and

pockets, in Stripe Duck 26 .00 "

No. 9—^Tan Apron, for Expressmen 19 . 30 "

No. 10—Brown "Watertite" Shell Maker's Apron, 30 x 36 in.,

double front 32 . 65 "

No. 11—-Brown "Watertite" Tanner's Apron, 36 x 42 in.,

double front 42 . 20 "

No. 12—Iceman's Apron, made from very heavy Brown
"Watertite" Duck, 38 x 45 in., double front 53 .30 "

No. 13—Smelter's Apron, 10 oz. P. B. Leg pattern 23.25 "

(This apron is designed from specifications sub-

mitted by one of the largest smelting plants in

Canada.)

No. 14—Creamery Apron, made from Plain White Duck, no

pockets, .
.^ 12 . 60 "
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COAL SACKS

We manufacture Coal Sacks, standard sizes,

to carry 100 lbs. of hard coal.

For years our Coal Bags have stood the test,

and we are determined to make them up to

the standard that will retain for them the reputa-

tion they already carry. Write for prices.

FEED BAGS

These we manufacture in two Grades. Our
No. 1 Bag is made from 8 oz. Duck, with brass

ventilators back and front, and fitted with
wooden bottom. Good straps.

Price $18.00 dozen

Our No. 2 Bag is made from 12 oz. Duck
with double bottom and sides. Brass ventilators

back and front ; a very superior bag.

Price S30.00 dozen

Neither of these Bags should be confused with

some lower priced Bags that are on the market.

They are of much better quality, and will give

much greater satisfaction.

MAIL BAGS

Made from Brown "Watertite" Duck, of

strong quality, leather bound with loops, strap

and lock.

No. 1—15 X 24 inches.

No. 2—15 X 30 inches.

No. 3—18 X 36 inches.

S5 .75 each
6.25 each
8 . 00 each

The No. 3 Bag is an exceedingly strongly

built bag, made from an extra stout quality of

Brown "Watertite" Duck, strongly reinforced

with leather.
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LUNCH BAGS

No. 1 Lumberman's Lunch Bags, size 10 x
12 inches, with Flat Sides, made from 6 oz.

White Duck, with shoulder strap and button
fasteners, on lap, at $7 .65 doz.

No. 2 Lunch Bag, size 11 x 12 inches, with
Full Sides, adjustable shoulder strap and
Patent Clasp on Lap; made Haversack Style
as cut, from Khaki Duck, at. . . .$18.75 doz.

No. 3 Lunch Bag, size 13 x 15 inches, same
style as No. 2, but made from "Standard
Weatherproof" Khaki Duck, at. .$19.50 doz.

Officer's Haversack, 8 oz. Khaki Duck, $3.50 each.

TENT AND DUNNAGE BAGS
"Standard Weatherproof" Quality
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EIDERDOWN ROBES
Our 5 T Robes are acknowledged by all who have used them to be the best on the market.

The Robe is down filled, covered outside with Khaki "Standard Weatherproof" Duck,
woollen lined, weighing but a few pounds, and extremely warm and comfortable in lowest
temperatures. We make them in the following sizes:

96 in. by 96 in $73.50
90 in. by 90 in 66.00
84 in. by 84 in 61.50

Put up in small brown duck bags for convenience in carrying.
We can make any Special Sizes required.

^^^^^
m

WOOL-LINED SLEEPING BAGS
Size 2 ft. 6 in. X 7 ft.

This represents our Fleece Lined Sleeping Bag, with Brown "Watertite" covering,
which is more or less in demand in certain districts. These we make in one size and quality
shown above. Price $71.25.

\

HEAVY BROWN WATERPROOF DUCK SLEEPING BAGS
No. 1—6J X 3 ft., plain, with flap to turn over head (i\ lbs. $13.50

No. 2—6J X 3 ft., opened 18 in. down front and laced with cord and
grommets. 6| lbs. 13 . 75

No. 3—75 X 3 ft., laced with cord and grommets across foot and up one side.

Can be opened out flat for airing or for use as a waterproof sheet or
cover 7^ lbs. 21.30

Walls on sides or foot if required, extra 3 . 00
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PACK SACKS PORTAGE STRAPS

No. 1—Made from Brown "Watertite" Duck. Size 15 x 15 in., with 3 in. sides.

An extra strong bag, fitted with russet leathers. This makes a splendid

single trip or game bag per doz . $41 . 30

No. 5—Made from Khaki 10 oz. Duck. Size 21 x 24 in., with 7 in. sides. Extra

stout russet leathers. One piece head and shoulder straps. This shape

bag seems most favorable to the bushman as it fits snugly to the back

per doz. $73.85

No. 9—Made from Brown "Watertite" Duck. Size 18 x 24 in. deep with 7 in

sides. Heavy russet leathers with one piece head and shoulder straps.

This is a splendid bag per doz. $92 . 00

No. 12—-Made from Khaki 8 oz. Duck. Size 21 x 24 in. deep, with 7 in. sides.

Stout russet leathers with one piece head and shouldtr strap. This is the

same bag as our No. 5, but made from a lighter weight Duck .... per doz. $68 . 35

The "Temagami." This is in reality a dunnage bag. Size 15 in. x 36 in. Made
from "Brown Watertite" Duck. It is made with round bottom with

handle on side, so placed as to balance the load when not used with a

portage strap. The top has a double sleeve of paraffined drill, fitted

with tape ties, which folds inside the bag, while the outside is finished

with brass eyelets and draw ropes. This is a very superior bag $65 .00

PORTAGE STRAPS

Split Chrome, with Russet head piece $22 . 50 doz.

Rawhide, with Russet head piece 36. 00 doz.
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SNOW SHOES
We handle only the Genuine Indian-made Shoes. The frames are strongly

made and the lacing is tightly strung. We quote as follows:

No. 1—Lumbermen's Special, 13 x 51 in., turned toe, close lacing S 9. 00 pair

No. 5—Hunters' Style (guaranteed not to bag) 16 x 40 in., flat 12 . 00 "

No. 8—Men's Club, 16 x 42 in., turned toe 8.00 "

No. 9—Men's Club, 14 x 42 in., turned toe 6.50 "

No. 6—Men's Club, 12 X 42 in., turned toe 6.00 "

No. 13—Men's A-1 Shanty, 15 x 40 in., straight toe 6.00 "

No. 14—Men's A-2 Shanty, 15 x 40 in., straight toe 4.00 "

No. 2—Ladies' Fancy, 11^ x 36 in., turned toe 5.50 "

No. 3—Misses' Fancy, 10 x 33 in., turned toe 4.50 "

No. 4—Children's Fancy, 9 x 29 in., turned toe 3.50 "

SNOWSHOE HARNESS

A simple, yet handy arrangement for fastening on Snowshoes.

Made of Chrome Leather $10.75 doz. pair
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PETERBOROUGH" TOBOGGANS

Special Indian Models (2 Grades)

GRADE No. 1.—Built of the best grade of maple, straight grained and
free from defects. Their peculiar shape is especially a strong feature. The
head is bent on a long curve, so that it will raise easily when it strikes a log

or other obstruction. The sides of the head are tapered, so that when it

strikes a tree it will glance off without smashing the hood. The width is

14 inches wide at the front, tapering to 12 inches at the back. This allows

the toboggan to move easily in its own track in the snow. In thickness it is

about one-half inch near the front, tapering to one-quarter inch at the

back, allowing the toboggan to bend easily, and still be very strong.

GRADE No. 2.—We can also supply a second-grade toboggan of the

same first-class maple, but built of five parallel strips instead of three

tapered boards. It is a first class toboggan in every respect, but has not

quite so much work put on it in tapering the strips.

Insist that the name "PETERBOROUGH" is stamped on the hood of

your Toboggan.

PRICES
First Grade

3 piece—tapered slats

6 feet $ 9.85
7 feet 11.25
8 feet 12.65
9 feet 14.00

Second Grade
5 piece—-parallel slats

6 feet $ 7.75

7 feet 9.15
8 feet 10.50
9 feet 11.75

. OUR SPECIAL
INDIAN MODEL TOBOGGAN

(Described above)

Will your Toboggan Stand this Test ?
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THE "SPORT" TOBOGGAN

These are made of seven ^ inch thick birch slats, all equal in thickness,

perfectly clear, and thoroughly seasoned. The slats are screwed to cross-

bars from the underneath side of toboggans, nicely finished, giving this

toboggan an absolutely smooth surface for sliding either on soft or hardened

snow. We have replaced the side dowels by X^ ^^- cotton rope of the best

quality, which renders the toboggans very flexible. The body of the

toboggan is entirely oiled and the hood is oiled and varnished.

Width of the toboggan, 173^ inches. Weight per lineal foot, 2}4: lbs.

Length
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WATERPROOF GOODS

^

HEAVY WHITE CANVAS COVERS /or Wagons, etc.

No.
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c. CHEESE AND BINDER COVERS, YELLOW „ ^bize Per Dozen

6 ft. X 12 ft., Heavy Twill Sheeting, oiled $104.60
6 ft. X 15 ft., Heavy Twill Sheeting, oiled 129.60
9 ft. X 12 ft., Heavy Twill Sheeting, oiled 155.50
9 ft. X 15 ft., Heavy Twill Sheeting, oiled 194.40

STACK COVERS
These Covers are made of. our Special " Standard Weatherproof " and

"Prairie Brand" Duck, in 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12 oz. weights. Wemake these in

all sizes.
S. W. Duck Prairie Bd. Duck

7 oz. per square foot 14c 1 l^c

8 oz. per square foot I55C 12|c
9 oz. per square foot 17^0 14c

IO4OZ. per square foot 19c ISjC
12(oz. per square foot 225C 18^c

BROWN "WATERTITE" HORSE COVERS
PATTERN "A"—(Breast to Tail)

6 x5 ft $9.80
6§ X 5 ft 10.55
6^x6 ft 12.20

PATTERN "B"—(Hame to Tail)

5x5 ft 8.25
Six 5 ft 9.30

J^ro^^^^^^^^HEL 6 x6ft 10.75
PATTERN "C"—(Loin Covers)

3^x5 ft 6.10
4x5 ft 6.80

Pattern -A" (Breast to tail) PATTERN "D"—(Head tO Tail)

6f x5 ft 11.25
7^x6 ft 14.00

All covers fitted with Leather Straps and Snaps for Traces, and Pattern
"A" Covers fitted with leathers to fit over high hames.

We also make a Special Waterproof Horse Cover from Heavy Duck,
treated with a waterproof preparation. This is a durable and very pliable

cover, even in the coldest weather. Owing to the extremely reasonable
price of this line it is having a very large sale. Prices furnished on request.

PIANO COVERS
We manufacture Duck Covers, Flannelette Lined, for covering over

pianos when being delivered, etc. These are almost a necessity in the piano
business, as they save many a scratch and bruise which a piano is liable to

get, besides protecting it in wet weather. We letter them with your name
and business without extra charge. This makes a good advertisement
when pianos are being delivered.

Heavy 10 oz. Duck Cover, Flannelette Lined $29.20
Heavy 12 oz. Duck Cover, Flannelette Lined 32 .00

Flannelette Dust Covers for W^areroom use 7 .45

Lettering on Dust Covers Extra.

When ordering, give dimensions and name of piano
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CONTRACTORS' TARPAULINS
" Standard Weatherproof " Quality

Number
S77 20 X 30 ft., 10 oz. Duck, hemmed all round, with eyelets, and tie ropes $114.00

S78 20 X 30 ft., 12 oz. Duck, hemmed all round, with eyelets and tie ropes 135.00

S79 30 X 40 ft., 10 oz. Duck, hemmed all round, with eyelets and tie ropes 228.00

S80 30 X 40 ft., 12 oz. Duck, hemmed all round, with eyelets and tie ropes 270.00

Other sizes may be computed at the following prices per sq. foot:

—

7 oz. 8 oz. 9 oz. 10 oz. 12 oz.

14c 15^c 17ic 19c 22ic

Telegraph
" Prairie Brand " Quality

Word
Findo 20 x 30, 10 oz. P.B. Duck, hemmed all round, with eyelets $ 93.00

Foundo 20 x 30, 12 oz. P.B. Duck, hemmed all round, with eyelets 111.00

Foundero 30 x 40, 10 oz. P.B. Duck, hemmed all round, with eyelets 186.00

Fondesto 30 x 40, 12 oz. P.B. Duck, hemmed all round, with eyelets 222.00

Other sizes may be computed at the following prices per sq. foot:

—

6 oz. . 7 oz. 8 oz. 9 oz. 10 oz. 12 oz.

10c lljc 12|c 14c 15i 18ic

If Covers are required roped all round, add 42C per running ft. extra.

Any of the above can be treated with our Special Mildewproof and Waterproof prepara-

tion, which always renders the covers soft and pliable, at 4|c per sq. ft. extra.

SEWING MACHINE COVERS
10 oz. Duck—Lined $8.75

TALKING MACHINE COVERS
10 oz. Duck—Lined $12.70

ASBESTOS TENT RINGS IN TENTS
Size 5 X 7 in. (with flap to cover when not in use) $2 . 20 each

Size 5 X 7 in. (without flap) 1 . 85 each

Size 7 X 9 in. (with flap to cover when not in use) 2.60 each

Size 7 X 9 in. (without flap) ' 2.15 each

ASBESTOS TENT RINGS
In Bulk Best Quality

Size 5 X 7 in $18.00 doz.

-Size 7 X 9in 21.00 doz.
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WATERPROOF HAME COVERS
These are made from best Brown "Watertite" Duck, reinforced with

leather. Size 24 in. x 30 in. They make an ideal Hame Cover, and are
largely used by Lumbermen, Contractors, etc. Price $52 .20 dozen pairs.

PRICE LIST

¥
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UMBRELLAS

We carry a line of Umbrel-

las suitable for Delivery Wag-
ons, Buggies, Mowers, Reap-

ers, etc. Usual colors. Red,

Blue and Tan. Good stout

Ribs and Handle.

Price $6.40 each.

THREE BOW WAGON TOPS
Without Curtains

Complete

with

Seat Irons

Easily Raised

or

Folded

SIZES:

30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40,

42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52

54, 56, 58 •

inches inside to

inside of bows.

Bows for these Tops are made from the very best selected oak, which
attach to the seat by very strong "Adjustable malleable fixtures," so top

can be placed in practically any position forward or back. Very liberal

spread, giving maximum protection and is covered with a good heavy duck
in stripes or solid colors as listed below:

Sizes 30 to 40 in Plain White, Blue, Brown or Striped Duck $10.80 each
Sizes 48 to 58 in Plain White, Blue, Brown or Striped Duck $11 .00 each

Give width of seat, out to out flare, when ordering.
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CANOES

The following pages give in concise form, facts about the Canoes we
build. It is not necessary to describe at length the methods of construc-

tion or process of building. Our work in this department has always been

satisfactory as evidenced by the steady increase in trade which we have

enjoyed from year to year. The many lines referred to in this catalogue

enable one to make a selection according to their needs and requirements.

Where anything different is required we invite correspondence and would

be pleased to place at the disposal of our customers, our experience and
endeavor to help them in making a selection best suited to their purpose.

The same remarks which we applied to the manufacture of our Tents in

the opening pages of our catalogue, apply to this line of manufacture and
we^are always endeavoring to keep abreast of the times. When possible

we try to carry some stock on hand, but the demand for canoes has been

so great of recent years, that the demand is larger than the output. We
always endeavor, however, to ship promptly and to this fact we attribute

much of our success. We show a

cut of a cross section of our No. 22

Canoe, which is flat on the bottom

and very steady. It is a very popular

general purpose canoe.

Our canoes are built of the very best materials, well seasoned and proper-

ly constructed, so that our customers may rely on always getting a first-

class article. We solicit a trial order.
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OPEN CANOES

Prices include two paddles

1-1
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FREIGHT CANOES

These Canoes are made of Basswood or Cedar and were first built for

use in the Klondyke country, and we have frequently been told by those
who have used them that they are the most satisfactory Canoes there.

They are much used by prospectors and surveyors who speak in the highest

terms of them.

These Canoes are made either the regular rib and batten style with boards
or of longitudinal strips as desired. Made of longitudinal strips they are
the strongest and most serviceable Freight Canoes in the market.

These Canoes are largely used by prospectors in the mining districts of

Canada and South Africa, and are also much used by surveyors for taking
supplies to their camps.
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SQUARE STERN SKIFFS
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CANVAS COVERED CANOES

Number
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OUTBOARD MOTOR BOAT

;^^Mh

Boat and Equipment

Ready for Motor
$169.00

No. 417. 17 ft. long, 4 ft. beam, depth at stern 20 in., depth amidships

16 in. This boat is built of selected cedar, longitudinal strip construction

with the ribs 3 in. from centre to centre, copper fastened. It has two

rowing seats, 12 in. wide. These seats are fitted with removable back

rests. There is a seat in the bow and the special seat in the stern with

locker and drawer underneath. The equipment consists of one pair of oars

and rowlocks and one foot brace. This boat is built with a heavy oak tran-

som, well reinforced and is an ideal boat for the outboard motor.

Price $169.00

No. 416. This boat is 16 ft. long, 46 in. beam, 16 in. deep. The con-

struction is the same as No. 417, i.e., cedar planking, longitudinal strip

construction with ribs 3 in. centres. This boat is iron fastened, painted

outside and varnished inside. The two rowing seats are 93^ in. wide. The

bow and stern seats are the same as in the other boat. The back rests for

the centre seats are not included except as extras. The equipment consists

of one pair of oars and foot brace. Stock colors, red and green.

Price $132.00

Boats fitted with back rests, $6 . 75 extra.
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FREIGHT, PACKING AND SHIPPING

The freight on canoes and skiffs is based on the first-class rate. On one

canoe or skiff and on two canoes or skiffs crated together the charge is

33^ times the first-class rate, actual weight; on three canoes crated

together the charge is 3 times the first-class rate, actual weight.

The rate for canoes to points in the United States is four times first-

class rate.

The duty at present on canoes entering the United States is 15 per cent,

ad valorem.

Ocean rate is calculated by measurement.

In shipping to European countries, we can nest the first seven canoes

in our list, this means that these canoes will fit one inside the other. We
remove the decks and thwarts, which are put in with screws, and mark

them so that they can be easily fitted in their places.

Our prices do not include crating or burlaping, prices of which are as

follows

:

Crating one canoe $1 .00 to $ 5 .00

Crating a nest of canoes $5 .00 to $15 .00

Burlaping each canoe $1 . 50

We will flush finish any of the painted canoes for $5 . 00 extra. This

means that the nail heads will be covered with putty, which makes the

finish perfectly smooth. A flush finish makes a handsome canoe for the

club house.

Two paddles go with each canoe.

OUR TERMS

On all canoes and skiffs built to order, a deposit of 25 per cent must

accompany the order.
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DINGHY SAILS

We make a specialty of Dinghy Sails made from Boat Drill and Egyptian

Sail Silk. In this department we employ only skilled mechanics who are

thoroughly conversant with their trade.

Our prices will be found most reasonable for the class of work we turn

out. We shall be pleased to give quotations on any size desired.

We manufacture Launch Curtains and Vallances from Best Duplex

Stripes in various colors. Send us specifications of your requirements and

give us a chance to quote you. Waterproof Motor Boat Covers, Spray

Hoods, Auto Tops.
We solicit a trial order
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In ordering Sails, give the following
Measurements: Hoist, Gaff Leach
Main Boom, Throat to Clue, Peak to
Tack. Say if to allow for stretch.

Having had over thirty-seven
years' experience in fitting

out vessels, a perfect fit is

guaranteed.

YACHT AND BOAT SAILS

Of any Dimension, Made to Order

Made of Drill, plain, per yard $1 .20

Made of Drill, bited, per yard 1 . 28

Eight oz. Duck, plain, per yard 1 .53

Eight oz. Duck, bited, per yard $1 .61

Ten oz. Duck, plain, per yard 1 .78

Ten oz. Duck, bited, per yard 1.86

The above prices include Fittings of the best Russian bolt rope. If hand
sewing is required add five cents per yard to the above prices. A perfect

fit and good workmanship guaranteed.

Cushions for Steam Launches, Yachts, etc., etc., in stock, or made to

order in any style, shape or pattern. Patent or common anchors, chains,

chocks, cleats, etc.
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LATEEN SAILS LATEEN SAILS
To Hoist with Halyards To Hook on Mast

CANOE SAILS
Made of the very Finest and Best Bleached Steamloom

No.
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CUSHIONS
Cork filled, made from best Striped Duck.

These are very bouyant and are very handy
in a boat in case of accident.

Size Price
13x 18x H S18.65doz.
13 X 18x2 20.00doz.

"KAPOK" LIFE PRESERVER CUSHIONS
These we make in two styles as illustrated. They

are extremely light and soft, and make an ideal boat

cushion. All cushions fitted with loops for use in case

ot emergency. Either style will sup-

port a person afloat for many hours.

Single style, 16 x 16 inches, weight,

U lbs.

Art Leather 28.25 doz.
Mohair 33.15 "

Double style, which makes a cushion

and lazy back; seat size, 13x13 inches;

back 13 X 20 inches.

In Art Leather $7.15 each

We also manufacture all kinds of Launch and
Boat Cushions, in Corduroy, Plush, Leather,

Mohair, etc.

Let us know your wants and we will quote prices.

PADDLES
Maple or Spruce—White $31 .00 per doz.
Maple or Spruce—Oiled 33 . 75 "

Maple or Spruce—Select, Varnished 37 . 50 "

Lengths:—No. 1, 4 ft. 5 in.; No. 2, 4 ft. 9 in.; No. 3, 5 tt.; No. 4, 5 ft. 3 in.; No. 5, 5 ft.

6 in.; No. 6, 5 ft. 8 in.; No. 7, 6 ft.; No. 8, 6 ft. 3 in.

DOUBLE BLADE PADDLES
No. 11, Straight, whole, 7 ft., 7Ht. or 8 ft $6.00
No. 13, Spoon blade, whole, 7 ft., 7^ ft. or 8 ft 6.90
No. 14, Spoon blade, jointed, 7 ft., 7-^ ft. or 8 ft 8. 10

SPRUCE OARS
Made from the very best Spruce.

Copper Tipped straight, 8 ft $6.90 Copper Tipped spoon, 8 ft $8. 10
Copper Tipped straight, 85 ft 7.30 Copper Tipped spoon, 85 f 8.50
Copper Tipped straight, 9 ft 8.15 Copper Tipped spoon, 9 ft 9 . 70

Leathers on Oars, per pair, extra. . . .$1 .45

When ordering Oars, state if wanted with Round Shank or Square Shank.
Often we have on hand Steam Yachts, Sailing Yachts, Row Boats, Canoes, that have

been used for a short time, and which we can sell cheap. Write us if you require anything
in this line.

Curved Back Rests, per dozen, $12.65
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LAUNCH CUSHIONS

We have added an Upholstery Dapartment to our Factory, which is in charge of a compe-

tent man who gives his entire attention to Cushion and Special Mattress Orders.

We are ready to quote on all kinds of Cushions, from the ordinary Brown, Red and Stripe

Ducks, to the better lines of Plush and Leather.

The Tufted Lazy Back shown above is furnished on oak boards and covered with arti-

ficial leather at $2.45 per square foot. The use of the lazy back in motor boats is coming

into general favor.

We can supply the tufted artificial leather to fit your own boards at $L95 per square foot.

Cushions are made regularly with two inch boxing and stifT corded welt edges, closely

buttoned in Diamond pattern, and made reversible unless otherwise ordered.

IN ORDERING—Pattern must show exact size and shape of seat for which cushion is

intended, we allowing for all seams and taking up necessary to fit, and the pattern should

be plainly marked to show top and position in boat. Any deflection for wheel, levers or

anything which might interfere with cushion, must be plainly marked or cut out.

Patterns should be cut from light weight, tough paper, and mailed in a compact roll.

Extra thick cushions will be charged for extra to cover actual cost of additional materia ^

and labor required.

Prices of Cushions
per sq. ft.

Regular—Artificial Leather in Stock Colors, Reversible. 4 $2.45

Regular—Artificial Leather in Stock Colors, 8 oz. Brown Duck Bottom 2.25

Good Quality Mohair Car Plush, Colors Red, Green or Gold, Reversible 3.35

Good Quality Mohair Car Plush, Colors Red, Green or Gold, Artificial Leather bottom 2.90

Five days additional is required for Plush or Corduroy.

Prices strictly net. 2-in. Box Cushions, weight 18 oz. to the sq. ft.

Positively no discount allowed except to Boat Builders and regular agents.
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CORK LIFE BUOYS

Our Life Belts are superior to any-

other make in Canada, being very

neatly made and very compact.

They are made to conform with the

Government regulations, and are

guaranteed to pass inspection.

Price $4.35 each

Special rates for large quantities

CORK LIFE BELTS
Solid Cork Filled

Each
Size 18 inches $8 .65

Size 21 inches 9.10
Size 24 inches 10.10
Size 27 inches 11.20
Size 30 inches 12.25

MEGAPHONES

FOG HORNS

Fog Horns, Japanned,

i:- 20 inch

Fog Horns, Brass, 20 inch.

Dozen
College Meeaohones

103^ inch « $5.75

12 inch " 9.50

20 inch " 21.00

24 inch " 28.60

30 inch " 47 . 70

36 inch « 52.50

Dozen

The Life-Belts used
by the crews of

lifeboats.

Each.

Prices on Fog Horns and Life Belts on application
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CORK FENDERS

7
"

9 "

3 X
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FRESH AIR WHILE YOU SLEEP

The Home Treatment of Tuberculosis with the Walsh Window Tent

The Walsh Window Tent can be made adjustable to any window and any bed. The
regular size fits windows from twenty-four to forty inches wide, but with no extra charge
can be made to fit any window.

Nothing to screw on; no nails.

The tent is as secure in the frame as the sash itself. It cannot be pulled out, and can be
taken in or taken out instantly by tightening a set screw; can be moved from one window
to another of different widths.

The tent may be folded up and slipped under the bed when
not in use.

The side of the bed is placed up to the window, and if not
convenient to have the head of the bed opposite the window,
you may sleep with your head at the foot of the bed, or if you use
a cot it can come over the head of the cot on to the pillow.

The tent comes in over the side of the bed, down over the
pillow, and you slip your head through the elastic hole in the
detachable washable skirt and breathe the outside air.

Two persons may sleep in the same loed while only one is in

the tent. The Tent allows you to move freely about on your
pillow in any direction. You can talk to persons in the room

through tlif cclhiloid window. An advance over sleeping on an outside porch or any tent
in cold weather.

How Am I Protected From Drafts and Chillings ?

It the weather is cold throw over the tent a heavy comforter, so that it will hang down
around the tent, and can be tucked under the top of the pillow.

When the wind blows hard raise the wind break, which is shown at the bottom of the
frame. This breaks the force of the wind by partially closing
the opening, but allows free ventilation.

If it snows or rains, let down the outside awning by loosen-
ing a cord while you lie in bed.

By means of these three devices you can sleep in the tent
when the wind is blowing hard and the temperature is below
zero.

Why Use the Tent and not Open the Windows ?

It is not the steady cold weather that is hard to combat, but
changeable weather is dangeVous and gives us colds and pneu-
monia.

You may go to bed with the windows up and the outside

temperature fairly warm, and have bed coverings accordingly,

yet before morning it may be blowing and freezing cold. It is these sudden changes that

kill.

With the Walsh Window Tent you can regulate the heat of the room and keep your body
in a Summer temperature all night, while your head, which is toughened to changes and
variations, can be covered by the folds of the detachable skirt, a hood or any suitable

covering.

The head only is in the tent, and you are breathing the outside air, fresh with every

breath.
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FRESH AIR WHILE THEY SLEEP

Gives Business and Professional Men More Energy, a Clearer Brain and
Prevents Nervous Prostration

It is during the day that the work of the body is done and at night our senses rest and the

repair shop of the tissues gets to work. The food is worked over, the muscles are built up

and the brain cells restored and refilled. This is the time they need oxygen, fresh air

and lots of it. If the supply is limited and improper oxidation takes place, disease and

sickness, such as consumption, bronchitis, anaemia, and nervous troubles in many forms,

get their start. Absolutely pure air is essential to highest vitality and
health, and it cannot be had inside the four walls of any room. While

f very cold air may be breathed, the body surface must be kept warm.

^ In the Walsh Window Tent the energy that in a cold room would go

to fight the cold is saved and stored away to increase weight and
"^ vitality.

' The benefit from cold air is received by its coming in contact with

the face and being breafhed. It stimulates deepjer and longer respira-

tion.

Fresh, cold air breathing allays sweating and weakness, promotes

good sleep and helps the appetite. Cold fresh air clears the complexion,

enriches the blood and prevents consumption.

Why You Should Use The Walsh Window Tent

Because it protects from chills and colds, and you get fresh air with

every breath. It protects you and the room from insects, frost, wind and rain.

It is hygienic, and the detachable skirt is easily washed or disinfected.

Because it will save the price of itself in fuel in one year, and with no inconvenience you
get up in a warm room.

It can be had at a very small expense, compared with change of climate or other methods.

p„,^^ I Walsh No. 1 Single Tent $31.50rRiCE
^ ^^j^j^ ^^ 2 Double Tent 38.00

TERMS:—Cash with order, or on receipt of $1.00 will send C.O.D.

Extra bottom. Flannel or Muslin, Single Tent 3 . 25
Extra bottom. Flannel or Muslin, Double Tent 4.40

SANITARY BACK REST
An actual necessity for the comfort and convenience

of those confined to the bed. Takes the place of pil-

lows, which not only heat the body, but are easily

displaced.

The frame is made of hardwood, finished in the

natural color; covering is of a fine quality of ducking

which can be quickly removed, laun-

dered and replaced.

Price

.

.$5.25

Adjustable to
any angle. Folds
flat when not in
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FLAGS AND BANNERS

We call customers' attenion to the superior quality of our goods, our bunting being the
best we can buy. We have found from experience that a bunting has to be woven to suit

the requirements of different climates, so that what might be the best in one part of the
world is not the best for other parts of the world, owing to different climatic conditions.

Our bunting is woven open enough to permit of it floating easily in very light winds, while
it is strong enough to withstand any weather suitable for flag flying. The life of a flag can
be enlarged by following a very simple rule, which is never to allow the flag to remain up
all night collecting the dew, which softens the wool and allows it to whip out in the morn-
ing breeze before the flag is dried out, and the wool is soft. It should be put up at sunrise
and then taken down at sunset, always. By following this simple treatise, the flag will

give you much better service. All our flags are made with double inlaid seams, and we make
a perfect flag, officially correct. Our prices are right. Workmanship first-class.

ALL FLAGS GUARANTEED THE CORRECT SIZES AND SHAPES
PRICE LIST OF BUNTING FLAGS; ALL MADE, NOT PRINTED

Made from the very best English All-Wool Bunting, in the best possible manner,
flags made on the premises.

All

Dominion Ensigns
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SIGNAL FLAGS

International Code—27 Flags in Set of Signals

Size
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SILK FLAGS—SEWN

BRITISH ENSIGNS

Size, feet, 2, l}^, 3, 4, 4}4, 6, 9, 12, with Red, White or Blue ground.

Price, each, $2.25, $3.50, $5.00, $6.60, $8.90, $12.90, $24.50, sS37.00.

DOMINION ENSIGNS

Size, feet, 3, 4, 43^, 6, 7^, 9, lOJ^, 12.

Price, each, $6.00, $8.00, $10.40, $14.80, $20.00, $27.50, $30.00, S41 .50

UNION JACKS

Size, 18 in., 21 in., 2 ft., 2^ ft., 3 ft., 4 ft., i'j/i ft., 6 ft., 9 ft., 12 ft.

Price, each, $1.50, $2.10, $3.00, $4.50, $5.75, $7.90, $10.15, $14.25-

$26.00, $40.00.

UNION JACK CUSHIONS

(Wool Bunting)

These Cushions are made (not printed)

and are very pretty.

They are filled with the regular

cushion forms.

Size 21 X 21 in $5.50 each

Size 24 X 24 in 6 . 50 each

FIVE-POINT FLAG BRACKET

This is probably one of the most convenient

little attachments yet devised for decorating pur-

poses. It can be attached to the window-sill or any

other convenient place, and from it can be dis-

played at an appropriate angle, five small flags on

sticks with sufficient space between them to make
a very elTective display. These are largely used by
hotels, stores, factories, public buildings, etc., for

displaying a series of small flags from every window.

As the flags can be easily and quickly placed in

position or removed, it affords an opportunity for

ive display at a very small cost. The flags which are used in these can be pur-

a nominal figure and will last indefinitely when these brackets are used.

Price 40c each
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THE INEEDA FLAG
STAFF BRACKET

(Patented Nov. 13, 1900)

"Adopted as the Standard for the Army."

Officially tagged and sealed by the Quar-

termaster's Department as being the most
suitable Bracket for supporting small flag

poles.

Are you showing your colors or have you
delayed from having no suitable place to

fasten your pole ? An INEEDA will solve

your prob-

lem. Being

adjustable

to nearly
four hun-

dred dift'erent positions, it can be fas-

tened to any surface and still give your

pole the desired angle. No need of

carpenter or blacksmith. Get an

INEEDA and four screws and put it

up yourself in a jiffy. More sightly

and convenient than halliards fastened to a tree which generally break

at just the time they are wanted. Whether window-sill, piazza roof, or

side of the house—whether horizontal, vertical, or at any angle—the

INEEDA will fit the place and

occupy but little space.

Your requirements are similar

to those of the recruiting service.

Get an INEEDA today.

The INEEDA has but four parts

including the thumb screw by

which the adjustment is controlled.

By removing this thumb screw the

bracket maybe dismounted and put

away, leaving only the small plate at-

tached to the house. Made in four sizes—each bracket has cleat for

halliards and is heavily galvanized. Look for the name, INEEDA.

Tag of the Q. M. Dept., U.S.A.

Reverse side of Tag showing Seal

Price for l}/l in. pole S2 .00 each

" IH " " S2.65 "

Price for l^^i in. pole S3. 30 each
" 2 « " $4.00 «
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STATIONARY FLAG STAFF BRACKET

This can be quickly attached to the window-sill, balcony

^^ railing, verandah post, or side of the house and left there perman-
ently, so that when occasion demands the use of your flag, it can

be quickly dropped into this neat receptacle, which is con-

structed to display the' flag at a proper angle. Without the use

of any tools, the flag can be easily removed until again required.

This means a big saving in flags, in addition to the great con-

venience in displaying.

Bracket for pole, %" diameter $ 3 .00 per doz.

Bracket for pole, 1" diameter 6.75 per doz.

Bracket for pole, 13^^" diameter 8 .95 per doz.

Bracket for pole, I3/2" diameter 10.00 per doz.

Bracket for pole, 2" diameter 19 .80 per doz.

FLAG STAFFS

We illustrate herewith a line of Flag Staffs which we are

offering, to be used in conjunction with the brackets shown in

this catalogue. They are made from good clear Georgia pine,

with ornament at top, and wax finished. We supply them in

three lengths at prices quoted.

Flag Staff, 8' in length SI . 15 each

Flag Staff, 10' in length 1 . 50 each

Flag Staff, 12' in length 1 . 90 each

FIVE-POINT FLAG STAFF
BRACKET

This cut shows how the Five-

point Flag Staff Bracket, illus-

trated on page 91, is intended to

be used.

We make flags of all nations,

and will be pleased to quote

prices.
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DESIGNS FOR HONOR ROLLS

We here show a few reproductions of various styles of Honor Rolls, the

product of our Sign Department, which we have made up for numerous
churches, lodges and societies throughout Canada, in memory of their

members who volunteered for service with the Canadian Forces at

the front.

In our Sign Department we have a number of artists of extraordinary

ability, and the ideas here shown are entirely of our own origin.

These Shields are made of galvanized steel throughout, well constructed

and are moulded with a rounded face so as to make them very effective.

They are not only cheaper- than brass, but are, indeed, more attractive,

and do not require cleaning to keep them in condition.

SAM WnrTEHOKSE

HONOR ROLL No. 1

This measures about 32 inches wide by 34 inches high. The Flags are

reproduced in their original colors as well as the Maple Leaves and Beaver
shown at the bottom of the shield. The two larger shields are finished in

dull black, while the two inner shields are in deep blue. All lettering is

in solid 22 kt. Gold Leaf, guaranteed not to tarnish. It is fitted with lugs

for attaching to the wall.
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Our MenThey heard (he call and answered

VICTOR W MAGERMAN
ALFRED HAGERMAN
WILLIAM A HAGERMAN
DOUGLAS COON
THOMAS RECORD
ORMOND GIRVEN

STANLEY L.HAGERMAN
FREDERICK WICKER
WALKER JONES
JOHN MILLER

STANLEY GODFREY
ALBERT CROWE
CECIL MOUNCE
HARRY WOOD
CHARLES NAISH
ROY C. CRAFT
JOHN W.BAIUEY

WALTER F. HAMLIN
ERNEST W.HAMLIN

;. HAMLIN
ALBERT KENDALL
ROBERT HENDRY

HONOR ROLL No. 2

This measures about 24 inches

wide by 36 inches high. The Beaver

and Maple I^eaves are done in their

natural colors. The outside edge of

the shield, that is all space shown out-

side the line around the names, is

finished in a bottle green, while the

background on which the names are

written is a solid black. The ribbon

running across the design, on which

appears the words "Roll of Honor,"

is done in Gold and lettering in

black. The balance of the lettering

is in 22 kt. Gold Leaf, guaranteed

not to tarnish. It is fitted with lugs

for attaching to wall.

HONOR ROLL No. 3

This measures about 24 inches

wide b}' 36 inches high. The

Flags and Coat of Arms shown at

the top of the shield, as well as the

Beaver and Ma[:le Leaves shown

at the bottom, are in natural

colors. The background on which

the names are written is in dull

satin finish Royal Blue, while the

rest of the shield is finished in a

gloss finish of the same color. The

combination is indeed beautiful.

Prices and Designs on application

Honor Rolls may be Supplied in Solid Oak—Any Finish—if Desired
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MEMORIAL FLAGS

During, and since the conclusion of the war, our flag department has

done a large trade with many of our leading colleges, churches, factories

and societies in specially designed memorial flags.

Furnish us with particulars as to number of enlistments, number of those

who made the supreme sacrifice, emblem or crest to be incorporated into

the design and we will submit design with special quotation on what is

required.

NOTICE BOARDS

We make a specialty of Church

Notice Boards. These we usually letter

in Gold on galvanized steel. The one

produced here is mounted on a solid

oak frame. We would be pleased to

quote prices on anything along this

line that may be required, and invite

correspondence.
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HORSE BLANKETS

We manufacture many different lines of Horse Blankets from

Canvas, Jute, Kersey and Woollen Cloths

We make a specialty of Blankets suitable for Lumbermen's and

Contractors' use. Our range consists of over 100 different kinds, so

that we can supply blankets from the very lowest qualities to the very

highest grades. Heretofore we have catalogued by numbers the

different styles of Blankets

we manufacture, but owing

to adding new lines from time

to time, and the very ex-

tensive range which we manu-

facture, it is almost an im-

possibility to list these in a

satisfactory way. If, there-

fore, you should be open for

supplies of this nature, we

will be pleased to quote

prices and submit samples

if necessary.
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ROBES

We desire to draw our

customers' attention to our

line of imitation Buffalo

Robes, which are equal to

the best Robes on the

market, and in some cases

superior to other makes.

Our robes are made in

two colors, either Black

or brown, curly woollen

cloth, which is well woven

into the back so that it

will not pull out. This

style of robe is preferable

in many ways to a Skin

Robe. They are more easi-

ly dried when wet, and

are better wind breakers

and warmer than the

majority of Skin Robes

on the market. They are

made with a Rubber Inter-

lining and lined with Black

or Green Imitation Persian

Lamb Cloth, which pre-

sents a nice appearance and looks warm and comfortable. Our robes are

trimmed with two rows of Wool Pinking, and as stated above, are equal

to, if not superior, to any lines on the market. We make thcvse robes in

two qualities, so as to suit all classes of customers, so that if you do not

want to pay the price for an Al article, we can give you a second grade

at a cheaper price. Both grades, however, are made in the same manner,

the difference being in the weight of the outside cover and the linings.

'

' STANDARD WEATHERPROOF '

' ROBES

No. 1 Size 54 x 52 No. 2 Size 54 x 62 No. 3 Size 54 x 72

No. 11 Size 54 x 52

ROBES

No. 22 Size 54 x 62
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'' PRESERVO "

For Waterprcofing Tents, Tarpaulins, Horse Covers and Horse Blankets

"PRESERVO" is not a mere coating whose value is

gone after a little wear, but is a compound which complete-

ly saturates every fibre of the fabric. Its preservative

gums penetrate and seal up the fibres and thus prevent

decay until the canvas is completely worn out. And the

wearing out process is a long one where "PRESERVO"
is used.

It is made in any color desired

"PRESERVO" may be obtained in almost any color

desired, but long experience has shown that for farm use

the BufT Neutral or the Brown are most satisfactory and

they are the colors we recommend.

When applied according to the directions given on next

page, "PRESERVO" will cover 90 to 100 square feet on

all such canvas as would be used around the farm.

Tents treated with "Preservo"

are absolutely rain-proof

"Beating the Rain to it
—"Preservo" Laughs at th Elements

"Preservo" is easy to apply

In addition to these advantages, "PRESERVO" is easy to apply in hot weather or cold.

Ice will not adhere to it. A cover treated with "PRESERVO" resists fire to an amazing

degree. "PRESERVO" is safe to use at all times, prevents spontaneous combustion and

the action of acids, alkalies and salts.

For the e'evator canvas on Bindeis
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"PRESERVO"

Covers old or new if they're " Preservoed," you needn't worry about your Stacks—They'll be safe

OUR GUARANTEE
"PRESERVO," applied according to

directions, and on canvas which has

not been treated previously with any-

thing but "PRESERVO," is guaranteed

as follows:

It will completely waterproof any
sound fabric of reasonably close weave,

regardless of the fabric's weight.

It will absolutely prevent injury to

the fabric from any form of decay or

mildew.

It will keep the canvas soft and

pliable under all circumstances, and at

any time of year.

It will double the life of the canvas!

GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR THE USE
OF "PRESERVO"

Have the fabric bone dry!

For successful application "PRESERVO" MUST be thoroughly

mixed.

Cut out the top of the can and thoroughly stir the contents

before and during application.

In cold weather if "PRESERVO" is too thick or dries too slowly,

it may be thinned with a little Turmoline or Naptha.

"PRESERVO" should be applied to canvas as follows: painting

with ordinary paint brush or with a four-knot roofer's brush.

For very small pieces the ordinary painting method is most

economical but where a number of large pieces are to be treated

such as stack covers, etc., the following method is advisable.

Place three or four of the articles on top of each other and with

an ordinary galvanized sprinkling pot with mouth of spout pierced

at the end, sprinkle top of canvas with "PRESERVO," smoothly

and evenly.

PRICE, $2.70 PER GALLON
While this is being done by one man,

have another man follow close behind

with a long-handled, four-knot roofer's

brush.

Let this brush be dry, and be used

simply to rub the "PRESERVO" thor-

oughly into the canvas. When the top

piece is completed, remove the same

and hang up to dry. Perform the same

operation on every piece until the lot is

completed.

If properly done you will find this

makes an excellent job in effect and in

appearance, and practically eliminates

waste, for the surplus from the top

canvas goes right through into the piece

below.
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